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Knowledge E’s digital Building World Class Universities knowledge track supports institutions to begin or continue 
the journey of becoming a world-class university. This knowledge track is organised into three core and five 
supplemental courses that keep information simple and direct, so strategies are immediately applicable.

All courses are led by expert instructors and filled with compelling examples, interactive worksheets, and opportunities 
for reflection. They have been carefully designed to support collaboration between university leadership, faculty, 
and staff whose work impacts their university’s ranking.

The core courses were developed in collaboration with César Wazen, the Director of the International Affairs 
Office at Qatar University. He designed and implemented the ranking strategy that Qatar University has used to 
dramatically improve their university rankings.

COURSE DESIGN

Supports university 
professionals, including 

faculty and staff with roles that 
impact the university’s ranking 

strategy

Combines short, self-paced 
design with expert delivery 
of instruction and practical, 
engaging learning activities 

Focuses on integral 
components of university 

ranking strategy in order to 
support the creation of a 
unique ranking strategy

COURSE FEATURES

COURSE EXPERTS

 BUILDING WORLD CLASS UNIVERSITIES

Outcome-
based 

Instructor-led 
videos

Case 
studies

Interactive 
content

Guided 
exercises

Knowledge
 checks

Reflection 
opportunities

Action 
plans

Audience Pedagogy Subjects
The courses in this knowledge track are presented by three leading industry experts. They bring an invaluable 
wealth of knowledge to their courses, compounded from decades of consultancy experience in academic strategy, 
international affairs, university marketing, and programme design. 
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Module 1: 
Introducing University Rankings  

Module 2: 
Exploring Ranking Bodies  

Module 3: 
Planning Next Steps 

This course provides an 
introduction to the purpose and 
history of university rankings and 
their methodologies. Foundations 
of University Ranking best 
supports university leadership, 
faculty, and staff whose work is 
related to university ranking.

Module 1: 
Introducing Bibliometrics  

Module 2: 
Introducing Rankings Indicators   

Module 3: 
Introducing Metrics for Journals 

This course equips users with 
key bibliometrics terminology 
associated with university 
research and citations as they 
relate to university ranking 
agencies’ methodologies. 
Foundations of Bibliometrics best 
supports university leadership, 
faculty, and staff whose work is 
related to university ranking.

COURSE OVERVIEW

Let our outcome-oriented approach empower your faculty and staff to enhance your university’s ranking strategy!

COURSE 1: 
Foundations of University Ranking 

COURSE 2: 
Foundations of Bibliometrics 

We’re constantly interrogating, improving our underlying analytical methods.

We update our public documentation pretty much everyday. We know that

rankings are really important to universities. Often, it’s really make or break in

getting the students they want or hiring, and since universities put trust in us,

they give us data. I think they expect quite rightly that we take that

responsibility seriously.

So of all the things, I think the most valuable to us in rankings in QS, I would say

integrity has to be up there. 

 

THE Rankings

1. Research Metrics
Let’s start with the Academic Ranking of World Universies (ARWU) also known as the
Shanghai Ranking, tradionally (over)reliant on research to rank universies.

With up to 90% weight given to indicators related to research, needless to say,
metrics are the main player in a university’s ranking performance. 

It also means that results are mainly skewed towards well-established, research-
oriented universities. The main source of data for ARWU is Web of Science,
Clarivate and InCites, all Thomson Reuters databases. 

Noteworthy is the fact that overall rankings use a different set of metrics than the
subject rankings, making it possible for universities to rank in one and not the other. 

 

Take a look at some of the metrics used along 

with their percentages.

Hover your mouse over each tab to explore.

HiCi (20%) The number of Highly Cited Researchers 

selected by Clarivate.

ARWU uses the list issued in November 

of the previous year for current year 

rankings (usually out in August). Only the 

primary affiliations of Highly Cited 

Researchers are considered.

 

3. Tools from Elsevier and Clarivate
 

The following tabs summarise some key tools 

from Elsevier that are used to demonstrate an 

author’s publication track record and to access 

and analyse citation data (and other indicators 

for measuring performance). The related 

ranking agencies using these tools are also 

listed under each metric.

Hover your mouse over each tab to explore.

SciVal

Selected metrics:

•  Field-Weighted Citation Impact (FWCI) 

Author/overall

•  Author/total articles

•  Outputs in top percentiles

•  International collaborations

•  Academic/corporate collaboration

Rankings:

THE/QS

The following table summarises some key tools from Clarivate that are used to
demonstrate an author’s publication track record and to access and analyse citation
data (and other indicators for measuring performance). The related ranking
agencies using these tools are also listed under each metric.

 

Clarivate
Databases

Web of Science
(WoS)

InCites
Journal
Citation

Reports (JCR)

Essential Science
Indicators (ESI)

Selected
Metrics

h-index
Total
publications
Times cited

CNCI -
Category
Normalised
CitationImpact

Journal
Impact
Factor (JIF)

Top/Hot/Highly
cited papers
Field
Baselines
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Module 1: 
Utilising Conferences and 
Workshops

Module 2: 
Increasing Local and International 
Collaboration

Module 3: 
Taking the Next Steps

This course outlines a short-term 
strategy for increasing university 
visibility by enhancing local 
and international collaboration. 
Increasing Visibility best supports 
university faculty, events 
managers, and members of 
the External Relations, Public 
Relations, and Communications 
Departments.

COURSE 4: 
Increasing Visibility 

Module 1: 
Enhancing Research and 
Publications

Module 2: 
Managing External Funding

Module 3: 
Developing Scholarship 

This course examines a long-term 
strategy for enhancing research 
and publications with the aim of 
empowering users to develop 
their own strategy in order to 
positively impact their university 
rankings. Maximising Research 
best supports university faculty, 
Deans for Research, and the 
university’s Research Office. 

COURSE 3: 
Maximising Research 

3. Research Mobility
The best way to achieve both short and long visits and build the mobility we’ve just discussed is to try and
benefit from existing schemes such as Erasmus Plus Mobility, Campus France programs and others. 

It can also be good to initiate your own programs based on the examples shared before, as short term visits are
easier to implement.

Your role would be to:

Task 1: 

Task 1: Facilitate the logistics of the matter by ensuring funds for airline tickets,

accommodation, and per diem for the researcher.

The first task is the easier of the two tasks. Even if your departments have budget issues, most
academics can cover their own expenses through sabbatical and/or other offerings from their institutions.
Reciprocal treatment can be another way where you can have an Memorandum of Understanding with
the institution to cover the expenses of their professors while they cover yours.

Task 2: 

Task 2: Match-make and use your international network to initiate contact between highly

established professors and your own researchers.

The second task is more difficult as it includes a lot of negotiation. We all know freedom is very important
to academics, especially in research interests. They are rarely influenced by top management to go in
one direction or the other. Here is where the national funds (wherever present) can support your ability to
find a perfect research topic that is of interest to both the management and the academic. This starts
from the same starting point of having all logistics dealt with. This can be funded by industries nearby.

 

2. Internaonalisaon Strategies
In Module 1, we discussed Objecves 1-3, which focused on internaonal visibility related to conferences,
exercises, and workshops.

Now, let’s look at the next two objecves. These will focus on collaboraon as a strategy for internaonalisaon.
We will connue using Qatar University as an example of a successful implementaon of these strategies to
improve internaonal visibility and university ranking.

 

Objective 4: Modify internationalisation strategy to include collaboration with Europe, the Middle East
and Africa

Universities in the MENA region are often geared towards collaboration with Anglo-Saxon universities. Qatar
University does this as well but ensures collaboration extends to the Middle East and Africa as well. The reason?
Diversifying ensures more chances at getting positive votes in both QS and THE surveys. QU’s results on both
indicators are direct proof that this strategy is effective. Take a look at the maps below to see the difference. 

Consider the ways your university can collaborate internationally to improve visibility. 
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Module 1: 
Writing Degree Presentations

Module 2: 
Defining Your Point of Difference 

Module 3: 
Naming Your Programme 

This course explores the key 
components of a successfully 
and strategically-written degree 
programme in order to improve 
university visibility. Branding for 
Degree Presentations supports 
strategic collaboration between 
university faculty and the 
marketing department. 

COURSE 6: 
Branding for Degree Presentations 

Module 1: 
Managing Data

Module 2: 
Creating a Ranking Committee

This course defines a strategy 
which can be applied to a 
university’s ranking strategy 
immediately in order to support 
the management and collection 
of data and data submission to 
ranking agencies. Crunching Data 
best supports data crunchers, data 
analysis teams, Associate Deans 
for Research, and the university’s 
Research Office.

COURSE 5: 
Crunching Data 
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Module 1: 
Identifying the Value of Alumni

Module 2: 
Exploring Best Practice  

Module 3: 
Using Alumni Data 

This course studies examples 
of global best practices in 
order to improve universities’ 
collection and use of alumni data 
to personalise communication 
with alumni and strengthen 
alumni programmes overall. 
Developing Alumni Relationships 
supports university faculty, Alumni 
Association staff, communications 
department staff, and event 
managers. 

COURSE 8: 
Developing Alumni Relationships

This short, one-module course 
facilitates the identification of 
university values in order to 
create a marketing strategy 
that capitalises on points of 
differentiation and increases 
visibility. Developing a Distinctive 
Position for Your University 
supports strategic collaboration 
between university leadership, 
faculty, and the marketing 
department. 

COURSE 7: 
Developing a Distinctive Position for Your University

1. Successful Differenaon
Remember, universities have: 

To compete, you must differentiate successfully. Values endure, facts don’t. You need to be able to successfully
communicate your value to others. The following guidelines will help you navigate this challenge:

The platform you choose should derive from a real truth about your institution.
Agreed (but not diluted by) a wide consensus among academics and professional services
Don’t worry if it’s not unique. He who takes the ground, holds the ground.
It’s more powerful when used as a supportive theme in external communications rather than a tagline or
slogan. Evidence, not just rhetoric.
Stay with it for a decade at least – consistency is key, change undermines brand- building.
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1. The Spirit of Your University
Here are four real-life examples of universities who are trying to differentiate themselves. Sometimes, they adopt
a tagline – a slogan if you like – but more often, it is applied in a more subtle fashion – in the body of
communications rather than headlines. It’s the thought that matters, so it can be expressed in various ways.

How might you define the spirit of your university? 

Here is an example of a university who have decided that their central point of differentiation is that they give
equal importance to teaching and research. They are competing with other high ranking universities whose
academics spend much more time with their research and much less teaching. So this is a proposition designed
to give students a real reason to prefer. And as you will see below, it’s a thought which can be expressed in a
number of different ways, some subtle, some very direct.  Different expressions of the same thought can then be
woven into all the different communications from the university – so there’s a central message differentiating the
university, but no tagline.
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1. Reflecon Opportunity
All secons

Take a moment to reflect on your own university’s alumni engagement strategy, or if you don't have a strategy,
reflect on why that is the case. See if you can answer the following questions based on your current
programme or strategy. 

Identifying your university’s current strengths and opportunities for growth will support you as you develop or
improve your alumni engagement strategy. 

 

Faculty supervise sta who manage the alumni strategy.

Faculty and sta are committed to alumni engagement in ull-time roles; this 
eort is their primary responsibility.

University and sta contribute to the alumni strategy but have other 
responsibilities such as teaching, research, committee membership, etc.

No one is able to support.

1. Who supports your alumni strategy?

SUBMIT

 

If your university does not have an alumni strategy, ask yourself the following questions.

What are the barriers that are preventing your institute from developing one?  
What are the steps and approvals required?
Who will take the lead on this?
What is your starting point? What alumni data can you collect over the next month? 

The ultimate goal is to develop a robust alumni engagement plan that includes measurable outcomes, is well-
communicated, and has buy-in across internal and external stakeholders.

Based on your answers in the previous worksheet, answer the following questions: 

What aspects of your university’s alumni ambitions require additional focus? 
Who might need to be involved in these efforts? 
Will you be able to get top management support? 
What resources will support your success? 
In what ways can you better capture the five categories that contribute to alumni community building? 

 

Click 'Write a reply' to get started.
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CONTACT US TODAY TO GET STARTED!

digitaltraining@knowledgee.com 

+971 4 422 7043

www.knowledgee.com


